
LONDON: The head of Uber apologized
yesterday for “mistakes” made by the US
ride-sharing app after London authorities
refused to renew its license, but still
vowed to appeal the decision. “While
Uber had revolutionized the way people
move in cities around the world, it ’s
equally true that we’ve got things wrong
along the way,” Uber chief executive, Dara
Khosrowshahi, wrote in an open letter.
“On behalf of everyone at Uber globally,
I’d like to apologize for the mistakes we’ve
made.”

But he insisted: “We will appeal this
decision on behalf of millions of
Londoners, but we do so with the knowl-
edge that we must also change.”
Transport for London (TFL) on Friday said
it would not renew Uber’s license to oper-
ate in the capital on expiry, owing to pub-
lic safety concerns. Uber, which has about
40,000 drivers and some 3.5 million cus-
tomers in the British capital, has 21 days

to lodge its appeal and can continue to
operate until that process has concluded.

Khosrowshahi added in the letter: “We
won’t be perfect, but we will listen to you;
we will look to be long-term partners
with the cities we serve; and we will run
our business with humility, integrity and
passion.” Uber has seen its global popular-
ity explode since it launched in 2009, but
also faces bans in other hubs including
Cape Town, Mumbai, and New Delhi. TFL
has slammed the company for its
approach to customer safety, claiming it
was “not fit and proper” to operate in
London-and blamed “public safety and
security implications” for its decision.

The transport body cited Uber ’s
approach to reporting serious criminal
offences, how drivers’ medical certificates
are obtained, how criminal record checks
are carried out, and its use of technology
which allegedly helps it to evade law
enforcement. The capital’s mayor, Sadiq

Khan, yesterday declared that Uber has
“got to play by the rules”. He attacked also
the firm for “making aggressive threats”
and hiring an “army of PR experts and
lawyers” to fight the ruling.

Uber came under scrutiny in Britain
after it emerged that dozens of rape and
sexual assault claims had been made
against their drivers and when one of
their drivers used his vehicle in a recent
terror attack on Buckingham Palace.

It questioned also the process
through which drivers obtain their med-
ical certificates and the practice of “grey-
balling”, when the company uses a fake
version of its app to fool regulators in
cities in which it is banned.

More than 750,000 Londoners have so
far signed a petition calling for the TFL
decision to be reversed, while the move
has sparked concern over the plight of
Uber drivers, many of whom have car
finance deals in place. —AFP 
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In the Age of the Internet, where we demand every-
thing faster and our attention spans shrink to that of
a goldfish, it’s interesting that both PES and FIFA are

slowing down. It’s a trend aimed at making soccer
games more realistic, but up to and including FIFA 17, it
had caused EA’s series to suffer, with every title since
FIFA 15 feeling less responsive than its predecessor.
Finally, with FIFA 18, the franchise has managed to
arrest its decline, and while the series’ latest entry still
feels slow, it at least feels a little more responsive, and
less frustrating as a result. Combined with outstanding
presentation and more ways to play than ever, FIFA 18’s
on-pitch improvements represent the beginnings of a
recovery for the series.

FIFA 17’s problem, I realized after far too many
sleepless nights, was that it slowed players’ turning
speeds to Titanic levels but left much of the rest of the
game at a higher velocity. That meant you could sprint
pretty quickly, but would take an age to accelerate or
change direction. This is still a problem in FIFA 18,
where players’ continued slow turning circles and
lengthy animations can feel like there’s a split-second
of input lag-but their slower sprinting does mean the
game’s speed as a whole feels more consistent.

This results in a more thoughtful game that’s less
concerned with beating defenders using trickery or
pace and more about-as your youth coach probably
told you every week-letting the ball do the work. AI
teammates now make more frequent and intelligent
runs to give you greater options when you’re on the
ball, and players’ first touches keep the ball closer to
their body, finally making driven passes a viable option
in the attacking third. Unfortunately, however, non-dri-
ven passes remain as limp as before: long passes and
chipped through balls still slowly float towards their
target before inevitably getting cut out, and ground
passes are similarly weak, rarely possessing enough zip
to carve a defense open.

Many attacks end in your wingers or full backs cross-
ing the ball into the area or an attacking midfielder
having a pop from the edge of the box. It’s a good job,
then, that these are the areas that have seen most
improvement. Shots carry a little more weight than
before and are responsible for the game’s most satisfy-
ing moments-seeing a volley fly into the top corner is a
great feeling, and it happens far more frequently in
FIFA 18 than last year. 

Crosses, meanwhile, have been reworked, dropping
the old low cross in favor of a new three height system:
holding R1 / RB while crossing produces a driven,
ground cross; L1 / LB creates a floaty ball similar to FIFA
17’s efforts; and just the standard X / Square input
whips the ball behind the defenders with pace.
Crucially, unlike last year, it is now actually possible to
score by crossing it into a target man or poacher, and
doing so feels better than it has in any FIFA to date.

That doesn’t translate to set pieces, however, which
are still useless-even if penalties are slightly less com-
plicated than FIFA 17’s approach, which felt like trying
to solve a Rubik’s cube with your hands tied. They’re
still unnecessarily obtuse, requiring you to be mindful
of shot power, direction, and height, as well as your
run-up, all at the same time, but at least you now have
time to think about your approach, rather than the run-
up being mapped to the same stick as shot direction.

Elsewhere, EA has finally got the balance of individ-
uals’ pace just right-slow players feel slow and fast play-
ers feel fast, and utilizing the latter no longer feels over-
or under-powered. However, despite the numerous
small-but-important enhancements, there a number of
lingering flaws holding FIFA back. Different players still
don’t feel unique enough: other than Ronaldo and a
handful more of the world’s elite, every footballer in
the game feels roughly the same, the vast majority of
them displaying the same animations and only feeling
different in their heights and speed stats. 

This year’s gimmick, quick subs-which allow you to
press R2 / RT during stoppages in play to substitute a
player without having to pause the game-are a nice
touch that is limited by the fact you can only apply it to
three pre-planned changes organized before the
match or go with the game’s suggestion. That sugges-
tion is rarely a good fit for the situation at hand, and
mapping it to the same button as sprint meant I was
constantly activating it by mistake.

Finally, The Journey’s influence has spread beyond
Pro Clubs and into Career Mode, whose transfer nego-
tiations have been overhauled-aesthetically at least.
Instead of submitting your offer as an email, transfer
talks are now conducted in real-time through interac-
tive cutscenes. It’s a largely superficial change since
the only actual new feature is the ability to add
release clauses and sell-on percentages to signings’
contracts-the rest of the process is exactly the same,
except with a human face rather than an inbox in
front of you-but it’s at least more exciting than seeing
the same offer letter template written down for the
hundredth time. —www.gamespot.com

Uber says sorry over London mistakes, but vows to appeal

LONDON: This file photo shows taxi drivers blocking Whitehall as they demon-
strate in central London against Uber.—AFP

TOKYO: The tiny smiley faces, hearts, knife-and-fork or
clenched fist have become a global language for mobile
phone messages. They are displayed in the Museum of
Modern Art in New York. They star in a new Hollywood film.
The emoji is heir to a tradition of pictographic writing
stretching back millennia to Egyptian hieroglyphics and
the ideograms used to write Chinese and Japanese.
Despite their ubiquity, they started in 1998 with one man:
A 25-year-old employee of mobile phone carrier NTT
DoCoMo who created the first set of 176 in one month as
he rushed to meet a deadline.

“I happened to arrive at the idea. If I hadn’t done it,
someone else would have,” said Shigetaka Kurita, who now
is a board member at Dwango Co., a Tokyo technology
company. Kurita’s challenge: NTT DoCoMo’s “i-mode”
mobile internet service limited messages to 250 characters,
which cried out for some kind of shorthand. A message
that said, “What are you doing now?” could be menacing or
nosey, but adding a smiley face softened the tone. “Digital
messaging was just getting started, and so I was thinking
about what was needed,” said Kurita.

Following i-mode’s launch in 1999, that nuance made
emoji an immediate hit in Japan, where the demands of
courtesy make for a complex art and a tiny mistake can
prove costly. Emoji combines the Japanese for “picture,” or
“e” (pronounced “eh”), and “letters,” or “moji” (moh-jee).
Kurita collected common images including public signs,
weather symbols, the zodiac and comic book-style pictures
such as a light bulb or a ticking bomb. With simple lines, he
made five faces - happy, angry, sad, surprised and per-
plexed. The heart and a smiley face are still his favorites.

Emoji: A global phenomenon 
Some visuals transcend culture. A drop of sweat rolling

down a cheek means exasperation or anxiety. Others con-
fuse: A camcorder was misread by many as a fish. “Japanese
tend to excel at making the most of limitations. It’s a nation
filled with limitations, a small piece of land,” said Kurita. “We
do well at carrying out tasks within a framework, rather
than being given a free hand.” Western players Apple and
Google made emoji a global phenomenon.

“Perhaps because of the popularity of the iPhone,
Apple’s art style for its emojis also became extremely influ-
ential, to the point that when most people think of emoji
imagery, they’re thinking of Apple’s take on it,” said Jason
Snell, a tech journalist and podcaster. Kurita shrugs that off.
The dozen-member team designing i-mode was making
something for Japan long before smartphones. “Japanese
always are too ahead of our time,” said Kurita, an unpreten-

tious man with a quick smile. “I think Galapagos is OK. It’s
cool,” he said, referring to the remote Pacific Island, used in
Japan to describe the nation’s insularity. “After all, how can
Japan hope to win as a global standard?” “And so we go
ahead with our Galapagos ways in Japan, and people
abroad will see it as wonderfully Japanese.” Kurita’s inven-
tion inspired “The Emoji Movie,” an animated film by Sony
Pictures about emojis that live inside the world of a smart-
phone. It has yet to be shown in Japan but was modestly
popular in the United States.

Pixel designs 
In 2010, the 12-by-12-pixel designs were adopted as a

global standard by the Unicode Consortiums. That means
any phone or operating system that follows the standard
will use the same images, making them a universal lan-
guage. Some initially opposed making emoji a Unicode
standard, according to Yasuo Kida, a technology expert
who was involved in their adoption. Among the argu-
ments: emoji was mere pictures, too infantile and uniquely
Japanese. But Kida said companies that saw Japan as an
important market won out.

What began as primitive digital drawings is growing
into an elaborate tool for communication with more choic-

es for pictures and animation, such as Apple’s latest
Animoji, Kida said. Unlike Kurita, Kida finds it sad Japanese
lose out on opportunities to reap benefits of their innova-
tions on a global scale due to lack of language skills and
international influence.’ Yuka Kubo, a researcher at the
University of Tokyo, is working on a book about how young
Japanese women pioneer innovations such as selfies and
use of emojis as art that are ridiculed but become hits.

“The young women are expressing their rebellion
against the adult world, but in a playful way,” said Kubo.
These days, Kurita works on a popular live video streaming
service called Niconico. He believes such services will
become more interactive, building online communities,
possibly with artificial intelligence. Kurita doesn’t feel all
that involved with emoji today because they have evolved
beyond his original set. He receives no royalties and is lit-
tle-known in Japan outside technology circles.

He paid his own air fare to New York last year to see the
Museum of Modern Art exhibit, which cited him by name.
Kurita was overcome with emotion. “There they were,
something I’d been involved with, although I’m neither an
artist nor a designer,” he said. “The museum saw value in
the design that had the power to change people’s
lifestyles.”—AP
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SAN JUAN: Margarita Aponte and her
relatives cleared the road in front of her
house with two oxen Sunday, then drove
an hour from her devastated hometown
in central Puerto Rico to the old tele-
graph building in the capital of San Juan.
There, thousands of Puerto Ricans gath-
ered for a chance at a resource nearly as
precious as power and water in the wake
of Hurricane Maria - communication. “It’s
ringing, it’s ringing, it’s ringing!” Aponte,
a janitor, screamed as her phone con-
nected to free Wi-Fi and her Facetime
call went through to the mainland.

Her eyes filled with tears as she talked
with nephews, uncles, brothers and sis-
ters in Florida and Massachusetts for the
first time since Maria destroyed nearly
every cellphone and fiber optic connec-
tion on this US territory of 3.4 million
people. The low murmur at one of two
government-provided free Wi-Fi
hotspots is occasionally interrupted by
the cheering of someone getting
through the largely jammed network.
Most spend hours frowning at their
phones, unable to connect.

“There’s no communication. We’re in
God’s hands,” Yesenia Gomez, a kitchen
worker, said as she left a message for her
mother in the neighboring Dominican
Republic. Dozens of other Puerto Ricans
opted to pull over to the side of the road
along various highways where cellphone
signals were strongest. Carlos Ocasio, a
maintenance worker, picked his way
through tree branches and broken glass
bottles as he found a spot with a good
signal. Soon, he was able to reach his
brother in New Jersey.

“My throat got a little choked up and I
couldn’t  talk for a minute,” he said.
“They’re calling me from everywhere,
asking when I’m going to arrive.” Others
in Puerto Rico and abroad called a local
radio station to provide names, num-
bers, exact addresses and pictures of
their loved ones in hopes of reconnect-
ing. But for hundreds of thousands of
Puerto Ricans living on the U.S. main-

land, there has been only silence from
the island.

Shirley Rodriguez, a resident of New
York’s Brooklyn borough, said she has
more than 30 relatives in Puerto Rico but
she is especially concerned about her
66-year-old mother, Mildred Rodriguez,
who has diabetes and pulmonary hyper-
tension and lives in Hormigueros on the
island’s west coast. Rodriguez last spoke
to her family before the storm and her
relatives were planning on being togeth-
er for it. Since then, calls to their cell-
phones have gone to voicemail.

“I’m absolutely numb at this point. It’s
a rollercoaster of emotion,” she said. “Not
knowing is extremely agonizing.” Her
mother-in-law is in the San Juan area and
somehow managed to connect with
someone who works for the mayor of
Hormigueros, who was able to tell
Rodriguez that the area where her par-
ents live escaped flooding. But she still
doesn’t know what the actual conditions
are like. Some in Puerto Rico expressed
anger over what they said was a lack of
communication from cellphone providers
about which towers were working so they
could drive in that direction.

Zero communication 
“They’re not giving us any informa-

tion,” said Ricardo Castellanos, a business
consultant. “We’re in a state of emer-
gency.” Castellanos visits the Wi-Fi
hotspots twice a day to try to reach his
two daughters in the central town of
Gurabo and has been able to send a few
pictures to friends on social media of the
devastation the hurricane left behind. As
people continued to search for a con-
nection in silence, some occasionally
spoke up to offer unsolicited advice. “I
didn’t move my phone around, and I got
a signal,” said one woman to a man com-
plaining that he was in a dead zone.

Nearby, retiree Sylvia Calero tapped
her phone with impeccably manicured
bright orange fingernails as she tried to
reach three brothers and three grand-

children in the hard-hit coastal town of
Aguadilla in northwest Puerto Rico. She
spent an hour walking up and down the
upscale Condado district unable to find
a signal before driving to the free Wi-Fi
hotspot. “Zero communication,” she said.
Leaning against a boarded-up window,
illustrator Avalon Clare from Colorado
worried about getting off the island. 

She and her partner were supposed
to fly out of Puerto Rico on Saturday but
the flight was canceled. It was resched-
uled for Thursday, but Clare said she had
no way to confirm whether that was still
the case. “The only think I can do is text,”
she said. “We’re trying to leave because
we can’t work without internet ... We
only have half a tank of gas. We’re run-
ning out of cash. It’s just getting harder.”
Jenniffer Gonzalez, Puerto Rico’s non-
voting representative in Congress, urged
people to remain calm, noting that the
towers of one cellphone provider that
had constant coverage after the hurri-
cane collapsed Sunday.

“Don’t become desperate,” she said,
adding that if anyone was in danger,
local officials would have been notified
by now. Only about 25 percent of towers
were working in the San Juan metro

area.Cell service provider T-Mobile said it
reached a deal with other providers to
help reconnect their customers, saying
callers should use the roaming data
option to find a connection. Officials said
customers would not be charged extra.

Claro was installing 40 generators to
power up its towers, and expected 50
more generators to arrive from the
Dominican Republic once a ferry from
the neighboring island is
operational.Gov. Ricardo Rossello said a
major underwater cable had been
repaired, which would allow people to
make long-distance calls and improve
internet service. Two planes from Spain’s
telephone company also arrived over the
weekend to help re-establish services.

Persistence paid off for many who
waited up to three hours to find a sig-
nal, including Wanda Nieves, a govern-
ment worker who stood at one of the
free Wi-Fi hotspots. She heard about it
on the radio and drove 30 minutes to
reach the site. Nieves spoke to family in
Florida and Michigan and did not plan
to return for more calls or messages.
“We’ve already given signs of life,” she
said. “Now we just wait for Puerto Rico
to recover.”—AP

TOKYO: In this photo, Yuka Kubo, researcher at the
University of Tokyo, speaks during an interview in
Tokyo.—AP photos

TOKYO: In this photo, Django Co., Ltd. Director
Shigetaka Kurita speaks during an interview.

Puerto Ricans hunt for 
Wi-Fi and cell signals

SAN JUAN: People congregate at a Wi-Fi hotspot in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria
with many cell phone towers down in San Juan, Puerto Rico.—AP photos


